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Traditional portfolio investment decisions involve allocating resources among several business units, product lines, or brands (e.g., Day 1977; Gupta 1987; Wind, Mahajan, and Swire 1983) in order to maximize current and future value to the firm. Managers invest resources to achieve performance outcomes that will enable them to compete at the product level against firms offering similar products. In contrast, consider the portfolio decisions of managers of museums, symphony orchestras, theaters, opera companies, and sports leagues; these managers allocate resources with the goal of optimizing attendance and revenue by competing at the consumer budgetary level. In other words, they compete for a larger share of customers’ discretionary, entertainment budget.

In both instances, working within a budget, decision makers allocate available resources among the various elements in the portfolio. The effects of these decisions are reflected in performance outcomes such as changes in sales or attendance. The investment decision impact leading to increased sales for a firm could be in the form of an aggressive promotional campaign, a product innovation, or a more complete product line. For an arts or entertainment organization, the impact of the allocation decision might be a season containing one or two spectacular events among the season’s offerings or, alternatively, a more balanced approach where the events are relatively equal in appeal to consumers.

Which of these investment strategies is likely to lead to higher attendance for an arts or entertainment organization? Should the manager allocate a disproportionate amount of the resources to one of the performances or events or allocate the resources evenly across all of the market offerings? Does availability affect the efficacy of the different allocation schemes, that is, is the same strategy appropriate for a season with a few events such as a repertory theater and a season with many events or a museum that is open year round? Much less scholarly insight is available on this form of portfolio allocations relative to traditional portfolio management. The purpose of this study is to empirically investigate these questions. We focus on the effect of the resource allocation decision and the resulting performance outcome. Should the effect be a balanced portfolio or imbalanced portfolio in terms of availability?
of the relative attractiveness of the offerings to consumers? Using total attendance at sporting events in a league as the performance outcome, we adopt a traditional measure of balance/imbalance from the field of economics, the Gini coefficient to measure the effect of the resource allocation decision. The subject of balanced portfolios been studied extensively in professional sports.

PORTFOLIO BALANCE

The focal question of this research is whether or not to balance the cultural or entertainment entity’s portfolio of market offerings. For a sports league, balance is the relative equality of the teams in the league in terms of competitiveness. “Competitive balance represents uncertainty about the outcome of professional sporting events” (Humphreys 2002, p. 133). This uncertainty is inherently valuable to consumers as a more competitive game promises to be more entertaining (Borland and Lye 1992; Humphreys 2002; Hynds and Smith 1994; Knowles, Sherony, and Haupert 1992; Neale 1964).

Competitive balance is the state where the teams in the league are equal in terms of talent and therefore games between two teams are likely to be vigorously contested. The general belief is that games or matches between two equal teams will be more exciting and therefore more enjoyable in large part because the outcome is uncertain (Neale 1964). Ceteris paribus, competitive balance in sports is a reflection of the distribution of player talent among the teams in the league (Ryczek 1992). League managers strive to achieve balance among the teams in their leagues largely by managing resources—in this case, player talent. Player drafts and salary caps are two mechanisms that league managers use to allocate player resources among teams to achieve competitive balance (Levin and McDonald 2009; Meehan, Nelson, and Richardson 2007).

This balance has been studied in Major League Baseball (Humphreys 2002; Knowles, Sherony, and Haupert 1992; Schmidt and Berri 2001), the National Basketball Association (Berri, Schmidt, and Brook 2004), Australian Rules Football (“Is This the Formal Name? (I.e., Should Rules Football Be Uppercase or Lowercase?“) (Borland 1987; Borland and Lye 1992), the 1996 European soccer championship tournament (“Okay As Is, Or Is There a Formal Name for This?” (Bairnbridge 1997), Rugby League (Carmichael, Millington, and Simmons 1999), and international test match cricket (“Okay As Is, Or Is There a Formal Name for This?”) (Hynds and Smith 1994). Generally, these studies have found that competitive balance leads to increased attendance. However, Berri, Schmidt, and Brook (2004) did not find a significant relationship between balance and attendance. It is possible that the effect of balance is overshadowed by the other 22 variables in the study such as all-star players, venue age, and league expansion.

Two studies found notable effects of time or availability operationalized as season length and number of seasons of analysis. Baimbridge (1997) used a nonlinear measure of the balance trend to determine the number of matches in a tournament to optimize attendance. Schmidt and Berri (2001) found that in the short term, season to season, balance actually has a negative effect on attendance, but over a longer term, three to five seasons, balance has a positive effect. Season lengths in the various sports studied vary widely. Australian Rules Football (“Rules Football”?) teams play 22 games per season, for example, whereas Major League Baseball teams plays 162. Given this disparity, it is possible that the effect of balance may be moderated by season length or availability.

Balance is measured in a number of ways, including relative standard deviation of win-loss records, standard deviation of team records against a theoretical perfect balance, Lorenz curves, Hirfindahl–Hirschman indexes (“The Combined Index or Hirfindahl and Hirschman Indexes”), and competitive balance ratio (Humphreys 2002). Borland and Lye (1992) use a comparison of the number of matches necessary to reach the playoffs as a measure of balance. Betting odds are used as a proxy for balance in studies in baseball (Knowles, Sherony, and Haupert 1992) and rugby (Carmichael, Millington, and Simmons 1999).

Schmidt and Berri chose to measure balance by using, “the conventional economic measure of inequality, the Gini coefficient” (2001, p. 47). They found similar results using a method that calculates balance using standard deviations of records, but chose to use Gini because it “is a common and rudimentary unit of measurement where questions of inequality are central. More specifically, the coefficient provides a single unit measure for the degree to which a relationship deviates from equality. Given that equality represents perfect competitive balance, the measure captures much of the literature’s intuition” (Schmidt and Berri 2001, p. 47). For these reasons, we also choose the Gini coefficient to represent inequality or imbalance among teams in a league.

The range of values for the Gini coefficient are defined as between 0 and 1, where 0 represents perfect balance or a
league with every team having the same record and 1 represents the greatest degree of imbalance.

For a repertoire theater company, balance might be a season of plays of relatively equal appeal to theater patrons. An imbalanced season might offer one blockbuster play, perhaps with a famous guest star, to draw large crowds. The risk of the latter strategy is that the resources remaining after producing the hit play might be so low that the company can afford to produce only relatively unattractive plays for the rest of the season. This could lead to poor attendance for the majority of the plays, and perhaps decrease the overall season attendance.

Faced with this decision, managers make different choices. For example, the Kimball Art Museum rented an exhibit from the Art Institute of Chicago for $2 million. The acting director of the museum, Malcolm Warner, justified the decision based on the number of people who were expected to attend the exhibit (Green 2008). Warner decided a spectacular attraction would draw more patrons to visit the Kimball. In contrast to Warner’s decision, Michael Brand, the director of the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, elected to spread his organization’s resources over many collections (Goodheart 2003). Each collection would attract its own set of visitors, who otherwise might not frequent the museum.

Marketing research has long shown an interest in the marketing of entertainment. Past studies have examined ticket sales for movie theater (Ainslie, Drèze, and Zufryden 2005), art theaters (Voss and Voss 2000), and major league baseball (Holt 1995). Each of these instances involves a process of “prosumption,” whereby the consumer is actively engaged in the production of their own experience (Xie, Bagozzi, and Troye 2008). Furthermore, unlike other forms of prosumptive services, these and other hedonic experiences involve a high degree of emotion, so consumer purchase decisions are likely to have strong affective influences (Hirschman and Holbrook 1982). What is lacking from this research is an investigation of ways that managers of organizations that offer experiential consumption can increase attendance, to optimize consumption levels of their market offerings within the given spatial and temporal availability limits.

The extant literature on hedonic consumption (e.g., Hirschman and Holbrook 1982) gives us an understanding of consumption for pleasure or enjoyment. There are a number of ways that the consumption of arts and entertainment performances can be enjoyable. Deighton (1992) suggests four types of performances that attract the attention of consumers: skill, thrill, show, and festive performances. In skill and show performances the consumer pays to see entertainers perform, that is, the consumer takes on a passive, observational role in the service consumption. Attending a play, opera, or the ballet are examples of this kind of performance. In thrill and festive performances, the consumer pays to be entertained and, in this setting, takes on a more active, participatory role in the service consumption such as watching a baseball game (Holt 1995) or participating in a street fair. As Kelley, Hoffman, and Carter noted, skill and thrill performances can occur in the natural setting of <<... OF, SAY, A...?>> a professional hockey game, “with tension and uncertainty and circumstances leading to the testing of values” (1999, p. 477).

In team sports, league managers must allocate the players and set the rules in such a fashion that the performance by the players will be compelling to some segment of consumers. Hence, a game in which both teams appear equally matched would likely appeal to consumers who appreciate skill or thrill (Whitney 1988). Ancillary elements such as fan contests, opening ceremonies, jersey retirements, and old-timer games might even appeal to fans seeking festive or show performances. The core element of marketing culture and entertainment is the experience that consumers buy (Holt 1995). Despite being exposed to the same offering, each consumer’s experience is unique. Consumption experience, taste, and mood might influence how an individual will experience the offering. Although the manager has no direct control over each consumer’s experience, the manager retains control over qualities of the offerings that may influence how enjoyable consumers may find a particular offering. This level of enjoyment may be a function of the skill involved in the performance. It may also be influenced by the thrill of the performance, such as a tightly contested ball game where the opponents are so evenly matched that the outcome is uncertain until nearly the end of the game.

Sport as a sample domain has been used to examine topics germane to marketing strategy, including loyalty (Adler and Adler 1988), motivation and performance (Bloom 1999), new product development (Takeuchi and Nonaka 1986), and resource-based view of the firm (Poppo and Weigelt 2000). Goff and Tollison (1990, pp. 3–14) discuss three advantages to using sports as a sample domain:

1. The availability of data due to the frequency and regularity of athletic events, transparency of changes in strategies and processes, and clarity of outcomes results in unique opportunities to observe, measure, and compare variables and relationships of interest over time.
2. Although organizational research must frequently test hypotheses using proxies for measures, many relevant variables are measured with great accuracy in sport as sport leagues tend to be prolific data collectors.

3. Doing research within a sports context mimics laboratory research in that hypotheses can be tested in relatively controlled field conditions. Moreover, sport overcomes the laboratory research challenges of having motivated participants as fans are intrinsically motivated by the skill and thrill of competition.

In short, sport offers strategy and resource-based researchers an opportunity to collect data that is accurately recorded and examines changes in variables over time (Wolfe et al. 2001).

The data used in this study come from the Arena Football League (AFL), the Central Hockey League (CHL), the Major Indoor Soccer League (MISL), the National Lacrosse League (NLL), and the Northern (baseball) League (NL). All of the league statistics are computed from league inception through the 2008–9 seasons. Four of these five leagues the NL, CFL, MISL, and NLL, have international competitions similar to football’s World Cup. The AFL, MISL, and NLL represent the highest level of their respective sports: indoor American football, indoor soccer, and indoor lacrosse. The other two leagues, the CHL and the NL, have no formal associations with respective major league organizations in hockey and baseball, that is, they are not minor leagues, comprised of farm teams. Minor leagues, those with formal associations with major league organizations such as those found in baseball, focus on player development rather than league championships. In turn, management’s concern is on the athlete’s progress as opposed to team performance optimization. Team managers in nonmajor professional leagues focus on winning the league’s championship. This study uses archival data gathered from league Web sites and media guides.

Since none of these leagues exists to develop players in support of a higher level league, each must be self-sufficient and is therefore motivated to maximize profits. This motivation makes the outcome of the study more generalizable than one using minor leagues. The other advantage to using non-major sports leagues is that they are influenced to a lesser degree by factors such as broadcast revenues that are so important to major leagues and school spirit that drives fan loyalty for college sports (Levin and McDonald 2009).

Focusing on these leagues helps to isolate the effects of competitive balance on attendance.

CONSTRUCTS AND MEASURES

Demand

To explore attendance, data collected from five non-major leagues (Johnson 1995) are utilized. Because these sports leagues use different venues and offer differing number of opportunities to consume, we operationalize demand as the average utilization rate of sports venues of the teams in a league. Specifically, average utilization rate is defined as

$$\frac{\sum_{w}^{\text{Attendance}_{w}}}{\sum_{w}^{\text{Games}_{w}}} \left(\frac{\sum_{i}^{\text{Capacity}_{iw}}}{n_{w}}\right),$$

where the sum of attendance for season $w$ is divided by the number of home games for season $w$, and the sum of venue capacity for team $i$ playing in season $w$ is divided by the total number of teams $n$ for season $w$. This measure allows for a comparison of two or more leagues that have heterogeneous venue sizes, numbers of teams, and season lengths. We tested whether or not the fixed capacity of the venues limited attendance, that is, set an upper bound on sales that would affect the validity of the study. We found that the average arena utilization was only 55 percent, with a standard deviation of 14 percent. Thus, demand for the league’s form of entertainment could be considered satiated, and the venue size is likely not a constraining factor.

League Balance

Portfolio balance for a cultural or entertainment organization would mean that each of its offerings is roughly equal in terms of appeal to consumers. In other words, consumers are not likely to be drawn to one performance or event more so than they are to the other performances and events offered that season. In an imbalanced portfolio, consumers would be drawn to one or a few performances more so than the others. In the domain of non-major league professional sports, we operationalize this construct using the Gini coefficient to represent the relative distribution of win/loss records of the teams in the league. Since team performance is generally a function of player talent, a team resource (Schmidt and Berri 2001), this distribution is indicative of the concentration of resource investment. A low Gini value indicates that the teams are more evenly matched,
likely as a result of evenly invested resources. A high Gini value indicates that the teams are likely unbalanced, with a disproportionate amount of resources concentrated in few teams. The concern is whether broad investment of resources leading to competitive balance in the league will lead to higher value than competitive imbalance resulting from disproportionate investing in relatively few teams.

Presumably, consumers enjoy seeing their team win rather than lose, but from a league perspective, it is the variability of the won/loss records that is of interest in this research. With more teams vying for the championship, consumer interest would likely be higher across the league. Therefore, evenly matched teams (i.e., those with comparable won/loss records) across the league should lead to greater total attendance, whereas more disparate records would not draw as many fans. Fans buy tickets to games based on their expectation of their enjoyment of the experience. The literature supports the idea that fans may use the competitive balance between two teams as an indicator of how enjoyable a game will be. Therefore, they may be more likely to attend a game between two evenly matched opponents.

We use the Gini coefficient here as a measure of the distribution of winning percentages, or success rates, of the various teams in their respective leagues. While there are many measures of balance that have been used, Gini is an appropriate representation of the distribution of success. Gini indicates the result of the decision of how to allocate league resources. The Gini coefficient was used by Lambert (1993) to examine income concentration among a population. It has also been used to rate the happiness of countries (Brooks 2007) as well as to measure the quality of Major League Baseball’s product (Schmidt 2001; Schmidt and Berri 2001). Following Lambert (1993), Milanovic (1997), and Schmidt (2001), we use the following formula to determine the Gini coefficient (G):

\[
G_i = \left(1 + \frac{1}{N_i}\right) - \frac{2}{N_i\mu_x} \sum_{j=1}^{N_i} \left( x_{N_i,j} + 2 \cdot x_{N_i-1,j} + 3 \cdot x_{N_i-2,j} + \ldots + N \cdot x_{1,j} \right),
\]

where, \( N \) represents the number of teams, \( x_i \) represents the winning percentage of team \( N \), \( \mu_x \) represents the mean of \( x \), and \( i \) represents the time period. Each team is ranked relative to its winning percentage so that \( x_{i,1} \geq x_{i,2} \geq \ldots \geq x_{i,n} \) and the percentages are weighted by their respective ranks. The Gini coefficient provides a linear measure of distribution ranging from zero to one, with zero representing perfect equality. Therefore, as Gini approaches zero, the teams in the league approach competitive balance. As it approaches one, the teams become more imbalanced competitively.

It should be noted that this is not just a fixed or ordinal measure; rather, Gini is a relative measure. The distance of member A’s \( x_i \) from member B’s \( x_j \) is not likely the same distance as member B’s \( x_j \) from member C’s \( x_k \). So the winning percentages of the three teams may be 65 percent, 60 percent, and 50 percent, respectively. Furthermore, the order of finish, based on teams’ winning percentages, affects the Gini coefficient, regardless of whether teams finish within one or ten percentage points of each other.

**Hypothesis 1:** The value of the Gini coefficient will be inversely related to the total attendance (capacity utilization) for the season.

### Availability

The number of opportunities to consume arts or entertainment offerings may influence consumers’ behaviors. While consumers have been found to postpone the consumption of even enjoyable experiences in large part due to temporal discounting, they are likely to act when faced with a time constraint (Shu and Gneezy 2010). This latter finding may be due to the scarcity effect (Brock 1968), which is the risk that the opportunity to consume could be lost if they do not act soon. This conclusion could predict that balance will not be as important when the opportunities to consume are fewer. Studies in sports have found that the number of games played might influence the effect of balance (e.g., Baimbridge 1997), implying that the season length might be a variable of interest. For a theater, this could refer to the number of different plays and the number of performances each play will run. We are interested in how availability might influence the effectiveness of difference resource allocation strategies.

**Hypothesis 2:** The relationship between the Gini coefficient and the total attendance (capacity utilization) will be weaker for shorter seasons.

### Method

This research note tests the relationship of the relative balance of the offerings as represented by Gini, availability as represented by the number of games in a season, and the interaction effect between these two variables as they influence the facility utilization rate, that is, attendance. Because the league is the unit of analysis, all of the variables are measured at the league level.
Data

Archival data were gathered from league Web sites and media guides, with gaps supplemented by telephone and e-mail requests, to provide total attendance, arena capacity, and total home games. The five nonmajor professional sports leagues are the Arena Football League (AFL), the Central Hockey League (CHL), the Major Indoor Soccer League (MISL), the National Lacrosse League (NLL), and the Northern League (NL), which plays baseball, but is not affiliated with Major League Baseball. The utilization rate and Gini coefficient data were transformed by taking the arcsine of the square root of the original value. This transformation addresses the possibility of heteroskedasticity inherent in the variance of fractional data (Downward and Dawson 2000). In total, 990 team seasonal records, representing 19,528 games, were compiled to generate 98 league seasons of aggregated data for analysis (Table 1).

Results

Although, in theory, the Gini coefficient can range from 0, or perfectly equal, to 1, or unequal, in this sample the Gini coefficient’s lower limit is 0.05 and the upper limit is 0.35. The league with a coefficient of 0.05 is the most competitively balanced, while that with a coefficient of 0.35 is least balanced. The data were analyzed using ordinary least squares regression. As shown in Table 2, all of the coefficients in the model were significant. The $R^2$ of 0.41 indicates that the model predicts a reasonable amount of variance in attendance.

In order to better present the behavior of utilization rates across quantity and quality, the regression coefficients were used to generate a response surface (Figure 1) by varying the season length from 5 to 95 games/team and Gini from 0.05 to 0.35. It is clear that both balance and availability have a substantive effect on the utilization rate. As the number of games increases, the utilization rate decreases; as the Gini coefficient increases the utilization rate decreases, supporting H1. The interaction effect appears most interesting though. Leagues with very short seasons do not appear to be affected by a lack of competitiveness but as the season gets longer, the utilization rate falls rather dramatically, supporting H2. However, utilization rates can be maintained if the competitiveness increases along with the number of games.

DISCUSSION

Managerial Implications

Unlike previous portfolio models that investigate how firms strategically allocated resources among SBUs or product lines for long-term profit maximization, the current study looks at short-term resource allocations among entertainment offerings to maximize attendance for an upcoming season. We compare the balance of the offerings in the portfolio represented by the theoretical competitiveness of two teams in this instance, with availability, measured by the number of games in a season. We find that during a longer season, attendance is higher when there is more balance among competitors. For short seasons, balance seems less important and may actually reduce league attendance. This interaction effect indicates that when availability is extensive, the thrill and skill promised by a game between two equally matched opponents is necessary to draw fans.

### Table 1
Summary of Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>League</th>
<th>Seasons</th>
<th>Average Number Teams*</th>
<th>Average Games/Season*</th>
<th>Team Seasonal Records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arena Football League</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>1,572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Hockey League</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>400.8</td>
<td>6,813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Indoor Soccer League</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>185.0</td>
<td>4,254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Lacrosse League</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>1,214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern League</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>354.7</td>
<td>5,675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>199.6</td>
<td>19,528</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yet when the season is short, fans are more likely to attend, despite balance as the limited availability prompts them to act. From a resource allocation perspective, it appears that attendance can be influenced by matching the resource allocation strategy to the availability. For limited availability, it seems that a narrow, more focused allocation of resources is best. Attendance can be enhanced by offering one spectacular show. However, when the availability is long, a balanced allocation approach will provide better results in attendance by offering a wider variety of evenly matched offerings. A fuller understanding of the organization’s customers and the values that drive their decision making, along with the organization’s mission and strategic direction, will better guide the resource allocation decision process.

The results indicate an interesting phenomenon. As shown in Figure 1, attendance appears at its higher points, or peaks, when (1) fewer opportunities to consume exist and the relative value of the entertainment market offering appears less balanced and (2) many opportunities to consume exist and the entertainment market offering portfolio is well balanced. Also of note, although lower than when

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>t-Statistic</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-2.06</td>
<td>0.0420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gini</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Season Length</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gini × Season Length</td>
<td>-1.28</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-7.85</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: All coefficients are standardized. Several control variables were tested and found not to be significant. These were measures of population and income levels in each team’s market and changes in the number of teams in each league.
there is a concentration of in a few offerings leading to an
imbalance in the portfolio, attendance appears fairly high
when fewer opportunities to consume exist and the relative
value of the entertainment market offering is balanced.

Interpreting these results, we can see that when custom-
ers have relatively many opportunities to consume, they
place greater value, as indicated by attendance, on a portfo-
ilio of offerings with relatively well-balanced quality than
one where resources are expended to provide a few offerings
in the portfolio that have relatively higher entertainment
value. Furthermore, when there are fewer opportunities to
consumer, customers place greater value on portfolios with
a few offerings that promise higher relative quality. Interest-
ingly, in the limited consumption condition, the difference
in attendance between a balanced and unbalanced portfolio
is not as great as when there are many opportunities for
consumption. So in short seasons, it may be worth investing
in a few exciting offerings, but in long seasons, managers
should seek to offer a balanced portfolio.

For entertainment firms that offer limited opportunities
to consume, this research suggests an approach toward allo-
cating resources to ensure higher attendance. For example,
an amusement park manager whose operations are open
for a few months out of the year should focus on a single
ride such as an especially fast and roller coaster rather than
ensuring that several rides offer above-average levels of
enjoyment. A theater with a short season might consider
hiring well-known actors or producing a powerful play or
musical. A short season sports league such as the National
Lacrosse League, which offers on average seven home games
per season, could survive when one or two teams dominate
the remaining teams.

For entertainment firms that offer many opportunities
to consume, this research suggests a different approach to
increase attendance. For example, a manager whose museum
remains available year-round might do well to build the
quality of the permanent collection. The manager of an
amusement park that is open year-round, such as Disney-
world, should spread the investments across their venues
instead of promoting a single attraction. Indeed, the higher
quality of all Disney venues could be a key to its success in
the entertainment industry. Similarly, a long season sports
league such as the Central Hockey League, which offers, on
average, 31 home games per season for each team, should
ensure as many teams have a chance at the championship
because consumers could lose interest if one or two teams
appear dominant.

Limitations and Future Research

Data from sport leagues could appear as censured data
because stadium capacity constrains how many people can
attend an event. In turn, some fans could not attend an
event because all tickets had been sold. However, for this
research note’s sample (nonmajor leagues), the data do not
appear censured because no league reported 100 percent
attendance. With the exception of one team in one league
for one season, no team reported all games sold out for the
season. If a fan wanted to attend a nonmajor professional
league game or games, then tickets for the event or events
were available.

Attendance at sporting events, and other entertainment
offerings, may be influenced by different factors such as
customer loyalty. Those that purchase season tickets, for
example, might attend games that they would not otherwise
attend (Soman and Gourville 2001). We chose non–major
league sports leagues in large part to isolate the data from
factors that are quite common in major league and college
sports, including avid loyalty, school pride, and mass mar-
keting appeals. Although we were not able to control for
all such effects, we believe that the current data set offers
a unique setting for this study.

Furthermore, this research note relies on available archi-
vval data. Additional variables such as the number of weekday
and weekend contests and prices of tickets are not available.
Attendance could increase for weekend games relative to
weekday games. Data related to ticket prices is nonexistent
for this data set. These two variables would provide addi-
tional insight if the data were available.

Finally, this study investigates balance at the seasonal
level. Balance and attendance can be and has been studied
at a narrower time level such as an individual game. One
avenue for further research would be to study trends in
attendance over a season in response to balance changes.

CONCLUSION

Fans enjoy a good game, one in which the teams are evenly
matched. This competitive balance is more important over a
longer season than a shorter one. The limited availability of
a short season, such as a six-game college football schedule,
prompts consumers to attend games while they are avail-
able, regardless of competitiveness. The implications of this
study are that arts and entertainment providers with long
seasons should seek to balance their offerings in terms of
their appeal to consumers.
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